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The user is very simple, I will
guide below or in the software,

most of them have video tutorials
installed. First you need to get

trained on how to install
WordPress. Then we move on like

installing plugins. A very
interesting feature is the

installation of video tutorials from
WordPress. I used to use free
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video tutorials from YouTube.
Why don't I use them? Because
YouTube is very picky about

websites. A site owner who uses
such a lesson without saving the

video can fly out of the rating in a
week. For this reason, I did not
use the video tutorial data in the

same way. Install video and
connect it in plugins. Installing

WordPress video tutorials is very
easy, you just need to open your

browser and press Ctrl+Shift+V to
select the WordPress folder where

you have your WordPress video
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tutorial. For greater efficiency,
you can import them via FTP.
Installing WordPress Audio

Tutorials All visitors to the site
should have good sound on the
computer and you can listen to
audio lessons by listening to the
audio player. The best way to

listen to audio from any device
that supports audio playback is

WM Player. To start playing audio
you need to click on the
"Winamp" link. You can
configure playback in the

configuration.php file of the
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wmplayer.php file. Open it, go to
the very end of the file, find the
second line and paste the code

(code at the end of the file), it is
inserted into the header. Open the
wm5config.php configuration file

and change the values:
text_mode=english;

textfontsize=18; height=20;
width=20. Replace text_size with
your font size and set the height to
20px. In order to play the video,
open the video recording, press
"Play", then "Home". If clicking
on "Horizon" doesn't help, wait
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for the image to load (more than
60 seconds in your case). After all

the settings, press the "Start"
button and ground yourself.

WordPress has an autoplay plugin
called "Widget Enabled". In order
to set it up, you need to find the
widget.php file in the functions

folder. If you are using the
Widgets plugin, then you will need

to install another plugin called
"Music".As for free plugins, I will

use the following plugins:

3e8ec1a487
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